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Abstract: This paper will critically assess the utility of conventional and novel data sources for
building fine-scale spatio-temporal estimates of the ambient population. It begins with a review
of data sources employed in existing studies of the ambient population, followed by preliminary
analysis to further explore the utility of each dataset. The identification and critiquing of data sources
which may be useful for building estimates of the ambient population are novel contributions to the
literature. This paper will provide a framework of reference for researchers within urban analytics
and other areas where an accurate measurement of the ambient population is required. This work
has implications for national and international applications where accurate small area estimates of
the ambient population are crucial in the planning and management of urban areas, the development
of realistic models and informing policy. This research highlights workday population estimates, in
conjunction with footfall camera and Wi-Fi sensors data as potentially valuable for building estimates
of the ambient population.

Keywords: ambient population; spatio-temporal data; daytime population; novel data

1. Introduction

The United Nations [1] estimates that 68% of the global population will be living in
cities or other urban centres by 2050. This predicted rise in the size of urban populations
highlights the urgent need to be able to quantify the ambient population. The ability to
produce estimates of the ambient population is integral to the management and planning of
urban areas and allows the development of insights into socio-economic and environmental
issues that impact cities [2]. In this paper, the ambient population is defined as the number
of people within a given geographical area at a specific point in time, excluding individuals
at their place of residence and those utilising modes of transport.

This paper assesses the utility of conventional and novel data sources for producing
estimates of the ambient population and identifies appropriate data sources recommended
for use in future work. A UK-based case study in the city of Leeds, West Yorkshire is
utilised to demonstrate spatio-temporal patterns produced by different data sources. This
study is widely generalisable as similar data are available worldwide. This work addresses
an omission in the existing literature by producing an assessment of potential data sources
and recommends the utilisation of a combination of conventional and novel data sources
to produce estimates of the ambient population.

There is a clear need to develop estimates of the ambient population in order to
better understand urban dynamics and the needs of growing urban populations. Existing
studies regarding the ambient population have employed a range of data sources, both
conventional and novel; however, there is a lack of research assessing the viability of these
data sources. While the systematic literature review by Panczak, Charles-Edwards and
Corcoran [3] identifies potential data sources, it does not assess their suitability for building
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estimates of the ambient population. This paper assesses the viability of datasets previously
employed and identifies those which may be useful and therefore should be validated.
This is a necessary step in order to ensure the development of appropriate estimates
of the ambient population in future work. The next section of this paper will evaluate
conventional and novel data sources identified as potentially useful for quantifying the
ambient population.

2. Data Types

Despite estimates of the ambient population being highlighted as beneficial by Boggs [4]
over 50 years ago, there has been limited research within this area. Andresen, Jenion and
Reid [5] suggest that the lack of research is due to temporal and financial constraints.
Often novel data were privately owned, thus unavailable or expensive. However, these
constraints are no longer as significant due to advances in technology resulting in high-
resolution population data being more widely available [6].

This paper examines what will be referred to as conventional and novel data sources.
Conventional data are those typically acquired from surveys, interviews and questionnaires
and are available from national statistical agencies. Novel data are those collected from
novel sources such as sensors, mobile phones, social media platforms and footfall cameras.
Table 1 provides a summary of the data sources reviewed in this paper. These sources
were selected as they are able to provide estimates of population which are relevant to the
ambient population. The primary focus is on data available in the United Kingdom, but
similar datasets exist in many other countries so the review will generalise widely.

Table 1. A summary of data sources reviewed.

Category Data Type
Data

Source
(s)

Description
Frequency

of Data
Collection

Open
Access

Ability to
Represent
Daytime
Popula-

tion

Ability to
Provide
Detailed
Spatio-

Temporal
Informa-

tion

Census
data Conventional

Usual
resident

population

The number of residents at each household
on census day. Decennial Yes No No

Mid-year
population

A combination of various administrative
datasets which aim to provide more up to

date estimates of the usual.

Compiled
annually Yes No No

Workday
population

Workday population is the number of
individuals in a geographical area who are

in employment and whose workplace is
within the specified area, in addition to

those who are not in employment and are
usual residents.

These data are not collected in all countries.

Decennial Yes Yes No

Other
adminis-
trative

datasets

Conventional Travel
surveys

Data on the movement of individuals. They
are conducted at national and local levels,

by government agencies.
Annually Yes Yes Yes

Mobile
data

Novel

Mobile
phone
activity

data

Produced either when a mobile phone
receives or makes a call or SMS message or
when a device moves between cell towers.
The data are highly granular, thus spatially

detailed. All records are timestamped.

Each time
the phone
communi-
cated with

a mask

No Yes Yes

Smartphone
location

data/mobility
reports

Gathered by a variety of smartphone
applications that track the location of a user. Variable No Yes Yes

Cell tower
locations

(OpenCel-
lID)

OpenCellID is an open dataset of cell tower
locations. The data are contributed by

commercial organisations and by
individuals. The dataset is not

comprehensive and does not provide full
geographical coverage of area.

When a
user

uploads
data

Yes Yes No
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Table 1. Cont.

Category Data Type
Data

Source
(s)

Description
Frequency

of Data
Collection

Open
Access

Ability to
Represent
Daytime
Popula-

tion

Ability to
Provide
Detailed
Spatio-

Temporal
Informa-

tion

Geo-
located
social
media
data

Novel

Twitter,
Flickr,

Foursquare,
Facebook,

etc.

These data are produced when users upload
social media posts with an attached

geographical location.

When a
user

uploads a
post

Data are
subject

to restric-
tions
such

access to
a limited
sample

and
limited
spatio-

temporal
detail

Yes Yes

Pedestrian
counters Novel

Footfall
cameras

Counts of individuals passing a specific
geographic point. These data are usually

captured by local governments and private
organisations operating in spaces such as

shopping centres and city centres.

When a
person

passes a
camera

Private
organisa-
tions do

not
publicly
release

the data,
but it is

often
available
on agree-

ment.

Yes Yes

Wi-Fi
sensors

Wi-Fi sensors capture the MAC addresses of
nearby Wi-Fi-enabled mobile devices as they

attempt to connect to a hub. The data are
spatio-temporally detailed.

When a
Wi-Fi-

enabled
device

passes a
sensor

Privately
owned Yes Yes

2.1. Conventional Data Sources

This section reviews ‘conventional’ sources that have been used to estimate the ambi-
ent population. The utility of conventional data is assessed in order to determine whether
data lacking fine spatio-temporal detail have value for building estimates of the ambient
population.

2.1.1. Census Data

Estimates of populations have traditionally been derived from household surveys
and government data sources, most notably population censuses. Data from the 2011
UK census includes estimates of the usual resident population, mid-year population and
workday population. These measures of the population are currently widely used for
academic research and industrial purposes [7,8]. The usual resident population is the count
of the number of individuals usually resident at a given address. Mid-year population
estimates are calculated using the most recent census in addition to data regarding internal
and external migration, births, deaths, etc. Workday population data were introduced in
the 2011 UK Census to quantify individuals at their place of work during typical working
hours, in addition to those who are unemployed residents. Workday population data can
provide an overview of the usual daytime population, unlike the residential population
and mid-year population estimates. However, estimates of the workday population are
not universally available thus cannot be adopted in all studies of the ambient population.

Censuses held by national statistical offices represent the gold standard of data col-
lection and are geographically comprehensive [9].There are examples of the ambient
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population being constructed from multiple data sources, typically including census data.
Bhaduri et al. [10] used census data as a primary input, combining it with remote sensing
images to capture the average ambient population over a 24 h period at a resolution of 1
km2. Smith et al. [11] produced a population database for hazard modelling that combined
a variety of data sources, including measures from the UK census, leisure facilities and
retail data. The limitations of this work included data accuracy and the rapidity with which
census data become outdated. Martin, Cockings and Leung [12] proposed a framework
that uses a range of administrative datasets including the census, Higher Education and
Hospital Episode Statistics to produce a grid model of the average ambient population [13].
A weakness of the framework is that it relies on annual data and fails to include data which
are produced by novel sources and contain high levels of spatio-temporal detail. However,
the authors acknowledge the potential value of novel data which supports the rationale
of this work. Highlighting the utility of data from other national censuses, data from the
Chinese census were used by Qi et al. [14] to build daytime population estimates through
the addition of tourism, school registration, hospital patient, and land use data. However,
this research did little to expand work by Martin, Cockings and Leung [12] despite the
availability of novel data, such as geo-located social media data, in 2015.

Despite these examples, the data are impacted by several issues, including under-
enumeration and respondent errors [15]. In the UK, it can take over 12 months for census
data to be processed and released (Office for National Statistics, n.d.); thus, censuses
conducted decennially are quickly outdated [8]. Urban areas are continually in a state
of flux, with changes in the residential population and workday population varying
significantly within a short period of time. These changes which occur at relatively fine
temporal scales cannot be captured by a decennial census.

2.1.2. Travel Survey Data

Data from travel surveys are able to provide detailed information regarding the
movements of individuals. Travel surveys are conducted by a number of national and local
governments across the world, but there is no general framework, resulting in inconsistent
data. The frequency at which these surveys are conducted varies greatly, and many
countries do not collect any travel data.

Travel surveys were primarily introduced to inform policymaking regarding transport
planning and land-use, but recently they have also been used to examine the ambient
population [16]. Zandvliet and Dijst [17] use the Netherlands National Travel Survey to
examine temporary, visitor populations and determine the demographic characteristics of
this temporary population. Similarly, Charles-Edwards et al. [18] employed the National
Australian Visitor Survey to gain insight into the temporary movements of the population,
for purposes such as leisure activities. The surveys collect information regarding the typical
journeys that people make, including journey length and the purpose of the trip. They
are also able to capture valuable socio-demographic information about individuals which
many novel data sources are not able to capture.

Many of the studies which utilise travel survey data are now becoming outdated,
principally due to the availability of alternative, novel data sources. A primary advantage
offered by travel survey data, especially when compared to novel data, is the ability to
provide information regarding demographics, reason for travel and mode of transport.
These features are not required to quantify the ambient population but may be valuable to
future work examining the demographic characteristics of the ambient population.

Estimates of the ambient population can benefit from the use of conventional data
sources, primarily due to their extensive geographical coverage. Workday population
estimates are able to reveal more detail regarding the geographic location of individuals
during a typical working day, deeming them valuable in attempting to quantify the ambient
population. Despite the utility of workday population data, these data are still plagued by
infrequent data collection and lack estimates of the numbers of people in an urban area
for activities, such as shopping, socialising and tourism which are required to produce
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estimates of the ambient population. Although this limits their use as a sole measure of the
ambient population, there may be value in combining these data with others (as Section 2.2
will discuss in detail). Consequently, the following sections discuss additional data from
novel sources that may be useful in building estimates of the ambient population and fill
the gaps in the more traditional sources.

2.2. Novel Data Sources

Several data sources have emerged in recent years that provide detailed spatio-
temporal data that can be useful for building estimates of the ambient population. Due to
the secondary nature of the data, i.e., the data sources were not designed to capture the
ambient population, many have limitations and few have been extensively explored [19].
The utility of novel data sources will be assessed in the remainder of this section.

2.2.1. Mobile Phone Data

Mobile phone activity data have been utilised by several studies that explore the
ambient population. Ratti et al. [20] demonstrate the benefits of mobile phone data for use
within urban analytics and city planning through the production of a visual representation
of urban activities in Milan, Italy. In a similar study, Reades et al. [21] employ mobile
phone data to build visualisations of mobile phone usage across Rome; however, due to the
demographic characteristics of mobile phone users—i.e., a small proportion of the elderly
population use a mobile phone—the data fail to reflect the entire ambient population [21].
Work by Terada, Nagata and Koboyashi [22] accounts for socio-demographic characteris-
tics such as age and gender and employed mobile phone activity data to produce spatial
estimates of the population of Japan. Crucially, Reades et al. [21] acknowledge that while
traditional datasets have limited temporal detail, data access and ethical issues are barriers
to the use of mobile phone activity data. He et al. [23] used geo-referenced mobile phone
data as a measure of the ambient population to assess the relationship between larceny
(theft) in Xi’an, China. The dataset utilised provided full coverage of all mobile phone
users within the study area and includes information such as gender and date of birth.
The authors state that the work highlights the utility of mobile phone data for estimating
the ambient population; however, they do not acknowledge that access to such a compre-
hensive dataset is not possible in many countries. Smartphone location data were utilised
by Hanaoka [24] as an estimate of the ambient population. It is unknown whether these
data are publicly available or whether similar data are available for other countries. The
work fails to assess the representativeness of the data and does not indicate whether the
smartphone location data are able to reflect the size of the ambient population. Mobile
phone activity data are not analysed in further detail due to the associated ethical concerns
and the lack of data available at a sufficiently small geographical scale.

Since the outbreak of COIVD-19, several technology companies, such as Apple and
Google, have made mobility data available. Apple produce daily mobility reports which
demonstrate the changes in routing requests via the Apple Maps application [25]. The
data are able to indicate changes in the percentage of requests for walking, driving and
public transport routes [25]. While the data are able to depict temporal trends in the
percentage change of route requests, the representativeness of the data is a significant
concern. Firstly, there is no information regarding whether people take the journeys they
requested directions for using the Apple Maps application. Secondly, journeys which
are not planned using the application are not captured. It can be assumed that routing
requests for journeys made more regularly, such as commuting to work and travelling to
the supermarket, are less common. Additionally, the spatial detail of the data is limited
and does not provide any indication to the number of journeys made into or out of an area,
limiting the use of the data for quantifying the ambient population.

Google mobility reports indicate the percentage change in the visits to different
location categories including retail and recreation, supermarket and pharmacy, parks,
workplaces and public transport [26]. The level of spatial detail varies significantly between
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countries. The data are gathered from Google Account users who have devices that are able
to track their movements (typically smart phones) and enable ‘Location History’. Google
state that the data may or may not be representative of the wider population [26]. Unlike
Apple mobility data, Google mobility reports indicate journeys which have taken place;
however, the number of journeys made and information regarding the representativeness
of the data are unknown. Google also state that the reports will only be available for a
limited period of time, thus may not be available for use in future research [26].

Although the data used to generate mobility reports (particularly the traces of an
individual’s movements that are used in the Google reports) may provide a valuable source
of high-resolution information about the ambient population, at present the products are
not released at a sufficient spatial granularity to be of direct use here. Typically, a single
mobility estimate covers an entire city or borough. While these estimates may provide a
useful picture of regional behaviour change, they are not sufficiently detailed to estimate
the dynamics of the ambient population and will not be reviewed.

2.2.2. Geo-Located Social Media Data

Social media platforms are a novel source of vast quantities of real-time volunteered
geographic data [27]. Many social media platforms allow users to share geographic data,
including; Facebook, FourSquare and Twitter [28].

Volunteered geographic data generated on Twitter are noted as being exceptionally
well suited to building estimates of the ambient population [19,29–32]. This is due to the
open and accessible API and the detailed spatio-temporal information provided. However,
if a request through the API exceeds 1% of total Tweets, the data are then limited to a
random sample of 1% of all Tweets [33].

Geo-located social media data have been utilised in diverse applications, from mea-
suring tourism attractiveness [34] to quantifying human mobility [35] and predictive crime
modelling [36]. However, there are concerns regarding the generalisability of the data.
Socio-economic characteristics, such as age and socio-economic group, have a significant
influence on the volume and temporal frequency of geo-located social media data [37]. For
example, in the UK, 95% of 16–24 year olds have at least one social media profile. However,
this decreases to 39% of people aged between 65 and 74 [38]. Twitter data have been used
in existing work to quantify the size of the ambient population in order to estimate the size
of the population at risk from specific crimes and to test criminological theory [32,39,40].

Geo-located social media data are able to provide insight at fine spatio-temporal scales
but are limited by their lack of generalisability. Further research into the representativeness
of geo-located social media data would allow these types of data to be utilised within
studies of the ambient population. However, the future of Twitter data in academic research
may be limited as in 2019 Twitter announced that the option to geo-tag Tweets was going
to be removed as most users do not use the feature [33].

2.2.3. Wi-Fi Sensor Data

Wi-Fi sensors are a potentially viable tool for counting the number of individuals in an
area and providing real-time data [41,42]. Wi-Fi sensors record a count every time a Wi-Fi
probe request is received from a Wi-Fi-enabled device [43], such as a mobile phone. As a
device moves through an urban area, it will attempt to connect to multiple access points,
thus is counted at multiple geographical locations, providing detailed spatio-temporal
data [44]. When the sensor data are calibrated and validated, there can be certainty in
the numbers of devices counted, but it is not yet evident how many people carry no
Wi-Fi-enabled device, or even multiple devices. Given the proliferation of the use of Wi-Fi-
enabled smart phones, Wi-Fi sensors are a cheap and feasible method of collecting data
regarding the ambient population.

Ethical concerns regarding the use of Wi-Fi sensor data have recently become less
significant due to technological developments. Wi-Fi sensors are able to capture the
movements of individuals as probe requests contain a device’s unique media access control
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(MAC) address [43]. Many mobile device users will be unaware that their device emits
probe requests, nor that probe requests would allow them to be tracked [45]. However,
both Apple and Android devices now periodically change MAC addresses to prevent
device users from being tracked [46,47]. An additional barrier to the use of Wi-Fi sensors
data is accessibility. Often the data are privately owned, thus can only be acquired through
an agreement, often financial.

Wi-Fi sensor data have not yet been used extensively. However, the small number
of studies that have employed them have demonstrated their value. Kontokosta and
Johnson [48] developed a real-time census with hourly estimates of the ambient population
for Lower Manhattan, New York City using over 20 million Wi-Fi probe data points, in
conjunction with data from conventional sources. User groups, such as daily, weekly, first-
timers, or occasional visitors, were identified based upon hourly connections to the Wi-Fi
sensors. This enabled the extraction of population estimates for workers, residents and
visitors [48]. The work provided an excellent foundation in using modelling techniques and
Wi-Fi data to produce estimates of the population. Highlighting the value of using Wi-Fi
sensor data in conjunction with other sources, Crols and Malleson [41] used a combination
of administrative datasets and footfall counts from Wi-Fi sensors to build an agent-based
model of demographic characteristics of commuters. A significant limitation of this study
was the lack of empirical data; thus, a validation process was not carried out.

While Wi-Fi sensor data may be a useful source of detailed spatio-temporal informa-
tion for building estimates of the ambient population, the lack of accessible, open Wi-Fi
sensor data may be a barrier to its use.

2.2.4. Footfall Camera Data

Footfall cameras are another source of individual movement data and are typically
operated by private companies, thus, there is limited information regarding data accuracy.
The most commonly used footfall camera technology is target-specific tracking.

Target-specific tracking utilises counting devices mounted on the sides of buildings
and CCTV columns. High-definition video is used with image processing algorithms to
produce counts of pedestrians as they cross a virtual line. The cameras can be employed
outdoors to measure footfall in urban centres. A significant disadvantage of these cameras
is the potential to identify and track individuals as some cameras have the ability to capture
and store data, which raises questions regarding the security of personal data. Enumerating
the ambient population does not require information regarding individuals, therefore these
types of camera are not recommended for use.

Footfall cameras rely on a physical device to capture data. Therefore, it is crucial
that the cameras are situated in appropriate locations and that there are sufficient devices
to capture footfall in different geographical areas. Ensuring the equitable distribution of
footfall cameras is a crucial issue [49]. While sensors are able to produce new data and
subsequently new knowledge about urban population, where there is a lack of coverage
gaps emerge, resulting in so-called ‘sensor deserts’ [49].

Counts from footfall cameras have not been employed extensively within academic
research, thus it is challenging to assess the potential benefits of the use of footfall camera
data. Footfall cameras do offer spatio-temporally detailed data and are an unobtrusive way
of quantifying the population. Further exploration of these data is needed to assess their
utility and their accuracy.

3. Data Assessment: A Case Study in a Large UK City

This section will assess the suitability of conventional and novel datasets for building
estimates of the ambient population by examining their spatio-temporal characteristics.
Recall that the aim of this paper is not to create a new estimate of the ambient population,
but to assess the viability of the datasets discussed previously and identify those which
may be useful.
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The study area for this section will be the city centre of Leeds, United Kingdom (UK),
shown in Figure 1. While the following analysis benefits from the use of a case study,
the findings regarding the efficacy of the datasets are globally generalisable. Leeds is the
third-largest city in the UK with a population of 751,485 [50], while the usual resident
population of the study area is 16,022 [50]. Leeds is the biggest commercial centre in the
region, thus experiences high volumes of commuters and is a popular destination for
shopping and other leisure activities. Leeds is a major urban centre which experiences
fluctuations in the ambient population, making it an ideal testbed for this work. Where
data have been aggregated, two administrative boundaries are used: wards (akin to U.S.
census tracts) and workplace zones (the lowest level of UK geography).

Figure 1. The study area, Leeds, United Kingdom. The inset maps highlight the focus area, the ward
of City and Holbeck, which will be referred to as the city centre, in addition to the location of Leeds
within the UK. The city centre covers an area of 4 km2.

3.1. Census Data

Estimates of the usual resident population and workday population are commonly
used in small area estimates of the population. Within Leeds, there are vast differences
between the two estimates due to the city centre attracting visitors, shoppers and workers,
with the ward of City and Holbeck, which features the city centre, experiencing a 346%
increase between estimates of the usual resident and workday populations [50].

Figure 2 demonstrates the percentage change between workday population and usual
resident population estimates from the UK 2011 Census which represent the population
on the 27 March 2011. Areas which experience increases in the workday population
(workplace zones shaded in blue) can be easily identified. The workplace zones which
span the city centre, including the shopping and business districts experience an increase
in population between 50 and 95%.

Figure 2. The percentage change between workday population estimates and the usual resident
population in Leeds based [50].

The inset map which highlights the wider Leeds region (see Figure 2) demonstrates
that many of the areas outside of the city centre-based study area experience decreases in
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population during the working day. As workplace zones within the city centre experience
a significant increase in the population during typical working hours—some areas vary by
a factor of 2—it supports the rationale for this work to better understand the population of
urban areas.

3.2. OpenCellID Data

OpenCellID data, highlighted in Figure 3 represent the density of cell towers within
the study area. The data are a cumulative record of cell towers and were downloaded on
the 3rd December 2020. The cell towers are located primarily in the areas around the Leeds
train station and the Trinity shopping centre. OpenCellID data are useful in helping to
identify areas which are likely to experience high volumes of people. However, there are
no data regarding the number of individuals using a mobile device in each location.

Figure 3. KDE of cell towers in Leeds city centre using a radius of 200 m and a cell size of 2.79m2.
There are 1261 cell towers within the study area according to the OpenCellID database.

3.3. Geo-Located Social Media Data

Social media platforms have recently emerged as a possible source of data for building
estimates of the ambient population, with Twitter being the most commonly used source
of geo-located data. Figure 4 highlights hotspots of a random sample of 10,000 geo-located
Tweets in the Leeds local authority district collected from 4 December 2015 to 14 February
2017. The data were collected using the Twitter Streaming API, listening for all tweets
within the UK and filtering those with precise coordinates. The KDE of geo-located Tweets
has a very different distribution to the KDE of cell towers, as shown in Figure 3. The
areas with the highest density of geo-located tweets are primarily located around the main
shopping and leisure areas of the city centre. Towards the west of the city centre, in the
business district, the density of geo-located Tweets is lower which suggests that people in
the city for leisure purposes are the producers of geo-located Tweets. While the number
of Twitter users who send geo-located Tweets can be quantified, it is more challenging to
determine their proportion within the ambient population.

Figure 4. KDE of geo-located Tweets in Leeds city centre using a radius of 200 m and a cell size of
2.79 m2.
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3.4. Wi-Fi Sensor Data

Wi-Fi sensor counts are logs of Wi-Fi probe requests which occur when a Wi-Fi-enabled
device passes a Wi-Fi sensor. The Wi-Fi data used in this study were produced by the Local
Data Company in partnership with the Consumer Data Research Centre. The sensor data
were downloaded at 5 min intervals for the 12 months of 2017. While this example is based
in Leeds, there are other examples in cities such as London (UK) and Singapore. As can be
seen in Figure 5, Wi-Fi sensors produce pedestrian counts at specific geographic points and
enable the detection of patterns and fluctuations at different temporal levels such as daily
or hourly. Figure 5 also highlights the importance of enumerating individuals who visit
the city centre for leisure purposes as Saturday experiences the highest pedestrian count in
all locations except St. Pauls Street, which is located in the business district.

Figure 5. Counts from Wi-Fi sensor data capturing daily fluctuations by location.

3.5. Footfall Camera Counts

Footfall cameras are a novel data source which are able to capture fluctuations in
hourly and daily counts of pedestrians. The data examined in this section were aggregated
from 8 footfall cameras located in Leeds in May 2018. Figure 6 highlights the hourly
changes in footfall recorded by the footfall cameras. Mondays, Tuesdays and Wednesdays
exhibit similar trends in hourly counts, likely to be due to workers in the city. Thursdays
and Fridays experience higher footfall than days earlier in the week and footfall in the early
evening, between 17:00 and 19:00 is evident. This could be linked to later shop closing
times on these days and an increase in people socialising in the city centre towards the end
of the typical working week. On both Saturday and Sunday, footfall reaches a peak later in
the day, around 14:00, when compared to the working week.

Figure 6. Hourly fluctuations in pedestrian counts from eight footfall cameras located in Leeds
city centre.

The data offer fine spatio-temporal detail and enumerate non-workers in the city
centre, both of which benefit estimates the ambient population. Footfall camera data could
be used with workday population data in order to enumerate the ambient population by
capturing workers and non-workers in an area.

In Figure 7, the temporal trends of Wi-Fi sensor counts and footfall camera counts
are highlighted. Both data sources demonstrated decreases in counts on 7 May, 14 May,
21 May and 29 May. The peaks in Wi-Fi sensor counts occur more frequently than in
the footfall camera data and do not share any overlaps temporally. Reasons for this may
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include that the Wi-Fi sensors and footfall cameras are located in different parts of the
city centre, thus are not enumerating the same spatial locations. Additionally, the counts
are captured in different ways; footfall cameras count the number of passing pedestrians,
while Wi-Fi sensors count the number of Wi-Fi-enabled devices that emit a probe request.
Thus, the counts from the two different data sources would not be expected to be identical.
Conducting a validation process will enable better understanding of the accuracy of counts
from each data source.

Figure 7. The number of pedestrians/Wi-Fi-enabled devices captured in Leeds during May 2017.
Hourly counts by location have been aggregated to daily counts and have been normalised.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

This paper assesses the utility of conventional and novel data sources that have pre-
viously been identified as potential sources of data regarding the ambient population. It
provides an assessment of the advantages and disadvantages of data previously employed
to quantify the ambient population and identifies potentially useful data for use in future
research. Future research may include data validation and the development of a method-
ological framework to quantify the ambient population. At the time of writing, the authors
are unaware of any other study that assesses the viability of data sources for producing
estimates of the ambient population and identifies those which may be useful in future
work.

This work notes the limited utility of conventional data sources to estimate the ambient
population in cities, due to the infrequency of data collection and the lack of spatio-
temporal detail provided. However, these data have extensive geographic coverage and
enumerate the majority of the population, encapsulating most, if not all, demographic
groups. Workday population data were highlighted as a potentially useful measure for
estimating the ambient population if used in conjunction with novel data which capture
fluctuations throughout the day.

Novel sources of data, previously utilised in existing studies of the ambient population,
have been acknowledged to have several significant limitations. OpenCellID data are able
to indicate where people are likely to be located, but they are limited by the inability to
enumerate the mobile devices connecting to a cell tower. Consequently, the data have
limited utility in producing estimates of the ambient population. Geo-located social media
data have been identified as being able to provide detailed spatio-temporal logs of the
locations of individuals; however, the data only represent a small proportion of social
media users and not the entire population of an area. Finally, mobile phone data provide
temporally frequent data but are expensive to purchase from network providers, which is
a significant research barrier. Additionally, there are significant ethical issues surrounding
the consent of mobile service users.

Footfall camera data have limited ethical concerns and are able to capture all individ-
uals who pass the camera, thus can be representative of the whole population. However,
it is possible that individuals may be counted by the same camera multiple times or be
counted by multiple cameras. As with Wi-Fi sensors, a physical device has to be installed
to capture data, therefore ensuring there are sufficient devices within a geographical area
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is crucial. Footfall camera data are able to capture non-working and atypical working
populations at fine spatio-temporal scales. Wi-Fi sensors also offer spatio-temporal detail,
but do not capture the entire population. Footfall camera data are able to enumerate the
whole population without the bias of the digital divide. The availability of Wi-Fi sensor and
footfall camera data remains a significant issue, however this work has provided evidence
that they are potentially valuable sources of data for building estimates of the ambient
population. Following the direct comparison of footfall camera and Wi-Fi sensor counts, it
is clear that a validation process must be undertaken to assess the accuracy of the data.

Assessing the utility of data sources for quantifying the ambient population is a crucial
step in producing accurate estimates. While no single dataset is able to capture the ambient
population, this paper has highlighted data sources which may be valuable for estimating
the ambient population. Estimates of the ambient population would benefit from data
which are geographically comprehensive and spatio-temporally detailed. Conventional
data sources, such as the census are able to provide data which are geographically com-
prehensive, but they lack temporal detail. However, workday population estimates are
able to provide an indication of work-related temporal fluctuations, in addition to provid-
ing an extensive geographical coverage. Footfall cameras and Wi-Fi sensors are able to
provide spatio-temporally detailed data which do not have associated ethical concerns,
unlike mobile phone activity data. While geo-located social media are also able to provide
data at a high spatio-temporal resolution, there is insufficient information regarding the
representativeness of the data. Additionally, Twitter data will no longer be geo-located
which limits its use in future research. Consequently, Wi-Fi sensor and footfall camera data
have been recommended as potentially valuable for estimating the ambient population.
Issues such as data access and counting individuals multiple times remain, but validating
and exploring these datasets further would enable the development of a framework for
building estimates of the ambient population. Future work should include the validation
of counts from footfall cameras and Wi-Fi sensors and the production of a comprehensive
framework to estimate the ambient population.
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